To All Tenants

**False Alarm Activation by Garment Steamer and Other Strong Vapour Emitting Equipment**

In light of recent smoke detector activations by garment steamer and other strong vapour emitting equipment, all tenants are reminded to refrain from using equipment that gives off copious amount of vapour, especially in areas of your premises where there are overhead smoke detectors, or other detection devices in place.

2. For general floor cleaning in F&B outlets, please avoid using HOT detergent solutions as the chemical steam may cause activations. If required, please use lukewarm or warm water with no visible steam emission.

3. Please disseminate the content of this circular to all staff concerned.

4. For further clarification, you may contact Airport Emergency Service, Fire Prevention Section (FPS) at 6541 2535 or fire.safety@changiairport.com
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